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• Test equipment accompanying card
• Measurement protocol

Your benefits
• Each measuring equipment is individually designed according to
customer requirements, manufactured and tested in-house
• If required, we also offer external support
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Control device for
recess depth

As a supplier, TAKTOMAT is a flexible partner for industrial automation and responds to the
challenges of multiple industries with customised solutions. Our qualified and motivated
employees form the foundation of TAKTOMAT.

Customer orientation
TAKTOMAT is flexible and highly individual, since it focuses on its own strengths. Fast internal processes
ensure the shortest delivery times. Thanks to optimised organisational and process structures and its
large parts warehouse, TAKTOMAT is able to considerably shorten delivery times. Consistent customer
orientation as our corporate philosophy is the key to our success.

CONTROL DEVICES
Control device for
chamfer depth

Variety
TAKTOMAT offers a wide product portfolio based on all the drive systems currently available on the
market: barrel cams, disk cams, globoidal cams and servo technology. Naturally, TAKTOMAT also designs
individual drive solutions that are not included in its catalogue program, so that customers can always
access optimum solutions from a single source.

Quality assurance
Thanks to our 100 percent parts monitoring, all components produced by TAKTOMAT meet the highest
requirements for consistent quality and precision. All these components are manufactured in-house.
TAKTOMAT is certified in accordance with DIN EN ISO 9001 2000 (since 2001). With the maintenance-free “TAKTOMAT hardening quality” at fair prices, we are making great strides in terms of precision and reliability on the market. Long-term load tests and satisfied customers are proof of this.

DEPTH GAUGE WITH TAST STAGE

Competitive edge
TAKTOMAT is committed to achieving the technologically feasible through continuous research projects
and many years of experience with vehicle manufacturers. The integration of research and science in the
development process, the continual optimisation of quality and the patents for TAKTOMAT’s in-house
developments all exemplify the innovative power of the company. Our partner Motion Index Drives has
experience in the USA with rotary indexing tables and rotary barrel drives dating back to 1970!

Depth gauge for hole depth
Function thorn for drilling
Depth gauge for
chamfer depth

Presence
Through a strong international focus and an extensive network of sales offices, TAKTOMAT goes the extra
mile to meet its customers. The TAKTOMAT field service has sound technical knowledge and is the “first
developer” for our customers. Alongside valuable experience and a highly motivated team, TAKTOMAT
also has the necessary drive to spur projects on and ensure they are completed quickly. That is why our
commitment is reflected in our slogan and company culture: passion for automation.

Depth gauge with tast
stage for inclined holes

The measuring devices are suitable for conrods,
wheel hub, brake disc, crankcase etc.

